
Counter top filters are very popular with people who want very easy 
access to their water filters, and also in areas of the world where 
people are keen to demonstrate that their water is filtered.  
 
The HCP is extremely easy to install and uninstall, making it portable. It 
is the ideal solution for people who move house on a regular basis, for 
example students, business people, or diplomats.  
The HCP attaches to the existing mixer tap in the kitchen via a diverter 
valve. In one position, this valve enables unfiltered water to run directly 
into the sink. In the other position, it passes water into the filter unit 
and filtered water comes out of the outlet arm on the HCP unit.  
 

HCP Water Filter 

FOR CUSTOMERS 

WHO DEMAND THE BEST 

 Up to 300 litres per hour of refreshingly clean drinking water on tap. 

 No power required. Protecting you whether or not power is available. 

 The HCP comes with an adaptor pack so that it should fit most common 
types of tap.  Simple to maintain. Wholly reliable. 

 Fitted with long life, cleanable, ceramic filters giving you extra value. 

 The HCP should be fitted with Sterasyl™, Carbosyl™, Supercarb™ or  
Ultracarb™ filter candles. 

 Filters out: 

 Pathogenic Bacteria (cholera, typhoid, salmonella, E-coli, etc.). 

 Giardia, Cryptosporidium, and other chlorine resistant parasites. 

 Particles such as rust down to 0.5 microns in size. 

 Chlorine to improve taste and odour (when fitted with a Super-
Sterasyl™, Supercarb™ or Ultracarb™ filter). 

 Harmful heavy metals such as lead (when fitted with an Ultracarb™ 
filter). 
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 HCP is designed for use as a countertop filter and is connected 
to the mixer tap via a diverter valve. 

 Should be fitted with any 10 inch long x 2 inch diameter 
Doulton® short mount filter candle. 

 Ceramic filter candles can be scrubbed clean to extend their life. 

 The choice of filter candle grade depends on what you want to 
remove from your water: 

Technical Details 

Model HCP 

Typical Output 300 (L/hr) 

Max Operating Pressure 100 psi 

Max Operating Temperature 38º c 

Connections 3/8” push fit 

Height 290 mm 


